
 

My project: Organising an exciting bicycle tour in the town of Ostfildern 

 

1. Short description of project (What? Where and when? Why? Who? …) 

In 2018, our school had its 50th jubilee, which is the reason why there were three project days at 

the end of the year. Students, teachers and parents had the possibility to create their own projects. 

Therefore a classmate and I decided to offer an exciting bicycle tour in our home town for students 

from grade 5-8. Every day, we rode our bikes to another location, enjoyed the wonderful nature 

and played games in the sun. At the end, we also created some posters in order to present our 

project at a public school event. 

 

2. Main goal(s) and objectives (What do you want to achieve?) 

The main goal was creating an interesting programme for the participants, so they could 

experience three days full of fun. 

Moreover, we wanted to achieve a good presentation of our project at the public school event. 

 

3. Project team (Who is part of the team?) 

This project was realized by a group of two students with the aid of three teachers. 

 

3. Project plan (Who does what and when?) 

See project plan worksheet 

 

4. Resources (What do you need?) 

All you needed to own to be a part of this project was a bike and a cycling helmet. The project took 

place in the nature, so we just needed some table games and a football. 

 

5. Constraints (Which obstacles might get in your way?) 

The first obstacle was finding a cycling route that everyone could accomplish. The students were 

very young. Therefore the route shouldn´t be too difficult or too long. Furthermore, it could be hard 

to keep the whole group together and to look after every student. 

 

6. Evaluation (Did you achieve your main goal? What went well? What went wrong? Which 

difficulties did you encounter? How did you solve them? …) 

 

All in all, you can say that we achieved our main goals. We got a positive feedback from the 

students and the presentation of our posters went very well. 

Of course, we also had our difficulties: finding a good cycling route was pretty hard, but with help 

of our teachers this problem was solved. 

To sum up, I would say that this project was a success and I am grateful that we had the possibility 

to offer an own project.   



Project plan 

Which steps do you have to take? Until when? Who is responsible? √ 

-announce the project (posters..)    

-collect ideas for concrete programme (cycling route, games..)    

-consultation with teachers    

-present the programme to the participants (suggestions for improvement)    

-collect photos for the presentation     

-participants have to design the posters    

-presentation at public school event    

 


